
Getting Started with PHLitOnline

The following pages will guide you 
through PHLitOnline and show you 
how to access the online Teacher 
Edition, Student Edition, video, audio, 
interactive content, and personalized 
teaching and learning tools. 

• How to Log In
• Home Page
• Teacher Resources
• Accessing a Lesson
• Teacher Management Tools



1. Enter User 
name 
ccliterature

2. Enter 
Password 
welcome

3. Press Log in 
button

Note: User name and 
password are case sensitive

Logging In

To log in, enter www.pearsonsuccessnet.com in your browser



Home Page

Teacher Resources

Interactive Content



Teacher Resources

The Teacher Resources section 
provides eText versions of print 
ancillaries, test banks, audio, video, 
and more.  



Teacher Edition eText



Spanish Resources

•Spanish Reader’s Notebook eText
•Downloadable audio, video, assessments, 
and parent letter in Spanish



Resources & Downloads

eTexts and PDFs of print teacher and student resources

Downloadable audio, test banks, editable 
PowerPoints, and editable worksheets



Student Edition eText



Student Resources
eTexts and PDFs of student resources.
This is the same view students see in their accounts.



Prentice Hall EssayScorer
• Automatic feedback and scoring on essays
• Entitled to one license per PHLitOnline license purchased
• Accessed via separate url once account is activated



Accessing a Lesson

To access lessons, select either 
the Content tab on top or select 
the PHLitOnline! Grade button



Accessing a Lesson

When the grade is selected, the units, unit Genre and Big Question appear
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Unit At-a-Glance

When a unit is expanded, 
each lesson appears

More Accessible Selection

More Challenging Selection

A

C



Open a Lesson

To open a lesson—in this 
example, we’ll use Introducing
the Big Question—click the title 
and a menu appears:

•View – Opens lesson
•Assign – Assigns lesson to 
students
•Information – State standards 
•Add to Planner – Adds to online 
lesson planner



Introducing the Big Question

When a lesson is selected, a new window 
opens.  The lesson title (Introducing the 
Big Question) appears on the top and the 
activities for each lesson are under the red 
arrow.  Press the START button to begin.
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Big Question Video
The Big Question video explores the unit’s big 
idea in a cinema-quality dramatization.  The 
video is followed by activities and selections 
focusing on the Big Question.



Big Question Video

To switch to another activity within a 
lesson, simply click the title.  The title of 
the activity will change to orange.



Introduction

The Introduction includes a reading with a 
journal activity to capture responses.
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Introduction

Students are prompted to write in their 
journal.  Teachers are able to see 
student entries.



Vocabulary Central
Vocabulary Central includes games, BQ 
Tunes, and worksheets for the BQ 
Vocabulary words.  Click on the menu to 
select the activity.



Vocabulary Central
Vocabulary Central crossword puzzle.  The 
gold arrow always brings you back to the 
previous screen.



Teaching a Selection

To access a selection, scroll over the title 
from the Table of Contents and select View.



Teaching a Selection

Each selection has three sections:  Before You Read, While You 
Read, and After You Read.  Each section has its own activities –
some are interactive, some are videos, some are games, and 
some are worksheets.  To access an activity, simply select the 
title.  The selected activity will change to orange so you know 
where you are at all times.



Before You Read

Before You Read:
•Get Connected Video
•The Big Question
•Meet the Author
•Background Video
•Vocabulary Central
•Reading Skill
•Literary Analysis



While You Read

21
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Learner Level 

State Standards  

Highlighter

Audio

Student Journal
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Turn the page here

While You Read:
•Warm-ups
•Selection 
•Critical Thinking



While You Read
21

Learner Level – Learner levels are assigned by the system based on 
Diagnostic Test results, or the teacher can manually assign the level.  All 
content (selection, worksheets) served up to the student will be based on 
this level.

•OL – On Level
•BL – Below Level
•EL – English Learner

Teachers can click the icon to change the level.  Students do not see their 
learner level and are not able to change levels.

State Standards – New York State standards appear where applicable.2
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While You Read

Highlighter – Highlighted text appears in a bookmark in student journals.

Audio – Full selection audio is found here along with summaries in    
English, Spanish, and Haitian Creole.  If a selection is adapted (Below 
Level), the audio is also adapted.

Journal – Certain activities throughout the selection require recording 
answers in a  journal.  Teachers have access to any entries.
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While You Read

Selection vocabulary is blue and when clicked, 
the definition and pronunciation audio appear.

Side note 
activities are 
entered in the 
journal.



Learner Levels
The level of each selection and side note activities are based on the student learner levels.  



Teacher Management Tools
Interactive tests can easily be assigned and viewed by the teacher.



•Media Type includes Activity, Printable and Videos.
•An activity is anything that is interactive: videos, selections,
Vocabulary Central, etc. 
•Printables are pages from the Student Edition or worksheets. 
•Standards are New York State

When a selection is made, 
you can drag and drop to 
Favorites so it’s always at 
your fingertips.

Teacher Management Tools
You can search for any content easily.  Under the Content tab, select Search, then enter your criteria.  



Teacher Management Tools
The online lesson planner allows you to drag and drop lessons on to the calendar or use the Auto 

Scheduling feature to populate all lessons.  



Teacher Management Tools
Lesson plans are customizable for your classroom needs.

Learner Level – Targeted Resources 
change based on Learner Level

State Standards appear for each 
lesson so you can ensure coverage

Edit Plan allows you to customize 
plans and save them as pdf’s

Targeted Resources let you know 
what you’ll need for the lesson and 
links to eTexts are available for quick 
access
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Teacher Management Tools
Assignments gives you a snapshot of what you’ve assigned to your class.

•T = Test
•M = Manual scoring
•L = Lesson
•R = Activities (Remediation)

Assign activities - Remediation (pdf only)

Teachers can customize their 
answer choice style and other 
test preferences



Teacher Management Tools
The Classes tab allows you to view and manage classes, assignments, reports, notices, and the roster.



Teacher Management Tools
The Classes tab allows you to view and manage classes, assignments, reports, notices, and the roster.

This is where you’ll print the 
letter for each student that 
provides their account 
login/access information



Teacher Management Tools
You can also learner levels under Classes.

Learner level The person icon 
indicates the 
teacher manually 
set the level

The flag icon indicates 
the system sets learner 
levels based on 
Diagnostic Test results



To edit learner settings:
•Click student name to view settings
•The checkmark means the system will set the learner level based on 
Diagnostic Test results
•Note:  The default setting does NOT have this box checked, so teachers 
must manually check this for each student if they want to have the system 
assign learner levels
•The learner level can be overridden by the teacher at any time
•EL is not automatically set, only On Level and Below Level are. Teachers 
must select EL if they wish to assign this level.

Teacher Management Tools



Teacher Management Tools
Reports offers many options to view data and progress for your class. 



Teacher Management Tools
Test scores shows scores per student. 



•“Show Activities” refers to 
Remediation Activities assigned 
by either the teacher or by the 
system.
•These Activities are available as 
pdf and are not interactive. 
•If the system has over-assigned, 
the teacher can Delete 
assignments (top right).

Teacher Management Tools
If you click on a student’s name, you will see further data on their progress.



Teacher Management Tools
Mastery shows standards mastery per student.



•Individual question analysis for the entire class.
•Provides the # of incorrect and correct and a % of correct.
•Click a student name for individual analysis with questions.

Teacher Management Tools
Item Analysis provides an in-depth view of student test results.


